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Lague, C. M., Lo, K. V. and Staley, L. M. 1988. Waste vegetable
oil as a diesel fuel extender. Can. Agric. Eng. 30: 27-32. The pos
sibility of using waste vegetable oil from deep-frying processes as a
fuel for long-term use in diesel engines was investigated. A small
swirl-chamber diesel engine was used to run the 200-h test recom
mended by the Engine Manufacturer's Association. Two blends of
waste vegetable oil with diesel fuel were tested. Brake Specific Fuel
Consumption (BSFC) data for both blends did not indicate any sig
nificant deterioration in engine performance for the fuels tested. The
spread of the data was, however, larger for the 50/50 blend than for
the 20/80blend (oil/diesel) due to variableamountsof depositson the
fuel injector tip. Piston ring wear was greatest when burning diesel
fuel and smallest with the 50/50 blend. Lower lubricating oil con
sumption was observed with the blends than with diesel fuel. These
two observations were attributed to the possible presence of a film of
unburned wastevegetable oil on the cylinderwallcreating betterseal
ingandlubrication of the piston rings.The alternate fuelblends com
pleted the 200-h EMAdurability screening test and couldbe consid
eredas possible candidates for long-term use in swirl-chamber diesel
engines.

INTRODUCTION

Vegetable oils have recently been extensively investigated as
potential fuels for diesel engines. These oils are renewable
resources and the energybalancefor nonirrigated vegetable oil
bearing plantshas been reportedto be about4:1 (output:input)
(Goering andDaugherty 1982). Vegetable oilscontain nosulfur
and the C02 produced by their combustion is in equilibrium
with their photosynthesis, thus greatly reducing air pollution
when compared to petroleum-based fuels.

Vegetable oilsaretypically20-40 timesmoreviscousatroom
temperature than diesel fuel. Cloud point and pour point are
generally higher and density slightly higher thanthatof diesel
fuel. Heat ofcombustion is about 88% that ofdiesel fuel. Cetane
number is lower when measured by ASTM standard D613
(American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) 1979)
but experimental observations suggested that the values
obtainedby ASTM D613 are not comparable to those obtained
with petroleum fuels (Ryan et al 1984). When vegetable oils
are burned in the cetane engine, their ignition delay is longer
than that of diesel fuel and thus their measured cetane number
is lower. However, experiments have shown that their ignition
properties are as good as those of diesel fuel and that the lower
measured cetane number for vegetable oil fuels does not trans
late into poorer ignition characteristics, as could be expected
with a low cetane petroleum-based.

Vegetable oils are generally refined to various degrees of
purity before their use in the food industry. Degummed oils
werefound to cause fewer problems in engine testing than crude
oils (Borgelt and Harris 1982; Fuls et al 1984; Johansson and
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Nordstrom 1982). Deep frying processes (frying processes
where the food to be cooked is submerged in the frying fat) use
hydrogenated vegetable oils. Hydrogenation increases the vis
cosity and the cloud point of the oils. However, saturated oils
have been found to be better fuels than less saturated ones
(Quick 1980; Ryan et al 1984).

The transesterification process, by whichthe threefattyacids
forming theoriginal molecule arefreed, wasinvestigated exten
sively to make their physical properties more similar to those
of diesel fuel (Freedman et al 1984; Hasset 1983). This process
requires analcohol as wellas a catalyst. Methyl andethylalco
hol havebeen mostlyused in a molar ratio of 3:1 (alcohol:oil).
The esters of vegetable oil produced have viscosities much
closer to that of diesel fuel. Encouraging results have been
reported with esters in directinjection engines (Fuls et al 1984;
Kaufman and Ziejewski 1984) but the extra cost of such a pro
cess makes these fuels less attractive especially with the falling
petroleum prices.

Neat vegetable oils (unmodified molecular structure) were
investigated firstsincelittleor no processing wasrequired prior
to their use as fuels. It was found that their long-term use as a
complete substitute to dieselfuel was only possible in indirect
injection (IDI) engines, of eitherthe swirl-chamber or precom-
bustion chamber design (Fuls et al 1984). For direct injection
(DI) engines, the oils had to be mixed with large amounts of
diesel fuel in order to avoid premature engine failure (Adams
et al 1983; Mazed et al 1985). The problems encountered were
heavy carbondeposits on the injectortips and in the pistonring
grooves. These problems were attributed to the high viscosity
of the oils causing improperatomization of the fuel by the fuel
injectors, leading to incomplete combustion (Pryoret al 1983;
Ryanet al 1984). The relative tolerance of IDI enginesto neat
vegetable oil fuels was attributed mainly to the self-cleaning
actionof the single-jetpintle nozzle fuel injector used with these
engines (Borgelt and Harris 1982; Elsbett et al 1983; Ryan et
al 1984).

The potentialuse of neat or modifiedvegetable oils has been
recognized by some engine manufacturers. Deutz Engines is
honoring their normal factory warranty on their 912W swirl-
chamber engine when burning degummed sunflower oil (Fuls
et al 1984). Caterpillar is also honoring their warranty on
selectedprecombustion engines operatingwith up to 10%veg
etable oil (Peterson et al 1983). Perkins Engines declared their
willingness to honor their warrantyon DI engines burningsun
floweroil ethyl esters as soon as the fuel becomes commercially
available (Fuls et al 1984).

Neat vegetable oils are still more expensive than diesel fuel
and the actual price structure of the fuel market makes these
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Table I. Test engine specifications

Description

Engine make
Engine model
Type of engine
No. of cylinders
Bore x stroke (mm)
Displacement (L)
Continuous ratingoutput (kW/rpm)
1-h rating output (kW/rpm)
BSFC (g/kW-h)
Compression ratio
Combustionsystem
Lubrication system
Cooling system

Specification

Yanmar

TS60C

4 cycle horizontal
1

75 x 75

0.331

3.75/2000

4.5/2400

280

23.1

Swirl chamber

Forcedwithtrochoidpump
Water condenser

fuels interesting only incase ofsevere shortages oremergency.
On the other hand, waste vegetable oil from the deep-frying
industry is, at the moment, relatively inexpensive. Very little
research on its use as fuel for diesel engineshas beendoneand
this project was aimed at filling part of the void.

To maintain their economic advantage over new oils and
modified oils, the waste oils should require a minimum ofpro
cessing, be readily usable as a fuel in an unmodified engine
and offer a maximum of energy substitution. Furthermore,
when used for long periods of time, fuels based onwaste veg
etable oils should not cause excessive wear ordeposits leading
to premature engine failure.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The engine selected for the fuel tests was a small, single cyl
inder, water-cooled, indirect injection engine Yanmar model
TS60C for which specifications are available in Table I. IDI
engines have had less durability problems when using neat veg
etable oils as fuels than DI engines. It was assumed that the
same would occurwithwaste vegetable oil. It was also thought
possible that more waste vegetable oil could be blended with
diesel fuel with an IDIengine. This higher energy substitution
would more thanoffset the Brake Specific Fuel Consumption
(BSFC) disadvantage of IDI engines compared to DI engines
and would result in less diesel fuel burned per unitof energy
produced.

Theengine dynamometer wasa modified DCgenerator with
a fixed water-cooled loadresistor. Ata given speed, thecurrent
flowing through the load resistor, and thus the torque required
to turn the armature, was adjusted by varying the field current.
The generator was linked directly to the engine crankshaft via
a flexiblecoupling. The body of the generatorwas mountedon
bearings concentric with the armature shaft bearings and thus
thetorque reaction onthegenerator could bemeasured directly.

The speed was monitored electronically to thenearest 5 rpm.
Fuel consumption was measured by the gravimetric method.
Sufficient data on a number of atmospheric conditions were
collected in order to correctBrakeSpecific Fuel Consumption
with SAE standard J1349 (June 1983).

A digital logic controller was designed and built in order to
run the engine according to the test cycle.

Fuels tested

Commercial-grade number 2 diesel fuel, marked for off-road
use, was used as a baseline fuel as well as in the blends to be
used as alternate fuels. The same lot of diesel fuel was used
throughout the testing.
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Table II. Results of the fuel analysis

Pour point (°C)
Cloud point (°C)
Vise. 40°C (est)
Vise. 100°C (est)
Flash point (°C)
Sulfur (% weight)
Spec. grav. 15.6°C
Gross heat cont.t

tCalculated (kJ/kg).

The waste vegetable oil was obtained from deep-fryers ofthe
University kitchens. The same fryer was used as a source for
uniformityreasons. After collection, the oil was stored at 10°C
atwhich temperature itwas semi-solid. The new oil was afrying
shortening containing 100% hydrogenated vegetable oil to
which anti-oxidant and anti-foaming agents wereadded.

Two blends of waste vegetable oil with diesel fuel were
selected as alternate fuels. Ablend containing 40% waste veg
etable oil with 60% diesel fuel (by weight) was justcloudy at
room temperature. It was arbitrarily decided to test a 20/80
blend first and ifresults were satisfactory, gotothe40/60 blend.
However, results from the 20/80 blend were soencouraging that
a 50/50 blend was selected for ease of mixing and a higher
energy substitution. Thisblend was cloudy atroom temperature
and had to be heated above 30°C to avoid fuel filter clogging.
The blends were filtered through a strainer to remove food par
ticles and this was theonly processing required. Properties for
the fuel blends and the diesel fuel are presented in TableII.

Engine testing
The engine test cycle used was tailored after the 200-h Prelim
inary Durability Screening Test for Vegetable Oil Based Fuels
recommended by the Engine Manufacturer's Association in
1982.

Before thefirst 200-h testandaftereachtest, theengine was
disassembled in order to measure thewear of certain parts and
the deposits in the combustion chamber. Each test was com
menced with new piston rings and a freshly honed cylinder
liner. Dimensional and weight measurements were taken on
various parts.

Ahigh detergent SAE CDoilof SAEviscosity classification
30 was used throughout testing. The 100-h oil change interval
recommended byYanmar was respected buttheoilwaschanged
at 105h for practical reasons. Oil samples were takenat 0, 50,
105, 150 and 201 hours and were analyzed for viscosity and
wear metal concentrations.

After reassembly, the engine was broken-in with diesel fuel
according to EMA recommendations.

At least twice a day, the BSFC was measured at two different
load and speed settings, step 1 and step 2 in the EMA cycle
shown in Table III. The engine test cycle was identical to the
suggested EMA cycle and for the engine used, the operating
conditions also appear atTable III. Five consecutive testcycles
were run every day without stoppingthe engine followed by a
9-h or more cold shut-down. Each test was run for 201 h for
practical reasons.

A 200-h baseline test was run with diesel fuel at the begin
ning, followed by the 20/80 blend test run and the 50/50 run.
A second baseline diesel run was done after the 50/50 run in
order to see if break-in of the new engine affected the results.

Fuel

Diesel no. 2 20/80 50/50

-13 -13 -6
4 12 Room
3.65 6.074 13.035
1.38 2.048 3.585
59 65 76
0.32 0.25 0.13
0.8686 0.8778 0.8888
44851 43782 42178
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Table III. EMA test cycle and operating conditions

Step
Speed
(rpm)

Rated: 2000

85%: 1700

90%: 1800

Power

(kW)

Rated: 3.66

3.07

25%: 0.91

Low idle: 850 0

Torque
(N.m)

Rated: 17.46

Max: 17.27

28%: 4.81

0

Time

(min)

60

60

30

30

The engine controller changed the speed and load of the
engine four times every three hours according totheEMA cycle
and also shut-off the engine at the end of every test day. New
settings were achieved in less than 45 s with a minimum of
hunting andtheblock diagram of theengine controller appears
in Fig. 1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fuel analysis
Properties forthefuels tested were measured with theexception
of the heat content which was calculated. The Gross Heat Con
tent for the diesel fuel was calculated from its specific gravity
(Liljedahl et al. 1979). For the waste vegetable oil, a value of
about 39 500 kJ/kg was calculated based on its fatty acid con
tent (Goering et al 1982). The fatty acid content of the oil
showedthat this oil was indeed hydrogenated. Natural oils gen
erally contain more than 50% fatty acids with two or more
unsaturations while the oil used contained less than 10%
polyunsaturations.

Effect of time on BSFC

The corrected BSFC data accumulated during each fuel test run
were tested for time dependency. It was found that no deteri
oration occurred in the BSFC of the engine during any of the
fuel tests and thus no combustion efficiency deterioration took
place as the tests were progressing. However, the 50/50 blend
data showed more variation and had a semi-sine wave behavior.
This was attributed to a variable amount of deposits on the
injector nozzle visually observed during this test run. It was
believed that the deposits affected the spraypatternof the fuel
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Figure 1. Block diagram for the engine controller.
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Table IV. Diesel fuel savings with the fuel blends
Therm.

BSFC BSDC Saving eff.

Fuel Step

1

(g/kW-h) (g/kW-h) (%) (%)

Diesel 273.26 273.26 0 29.37

Diesel 2 267.98 267.98 0 29.95

20/80 1 277.45 221.96 18.8 29.64

20/80 2 275.34 220.27 17.8 29.86

50/50 1 290.12 145.06 46.9 29.42

50/50 2 285.82 142.91 46.7 29.86

injector and increased or decreased the BSFC when they were
thick or thin, respectively. From the statistical analysis, it
appears that these BSFC variations averaged out and that no
long-term effecton the BSFCis to be expected.

Theaverage BSFC obtained when burning thedifferent fuels
werecalculated and they appearin TableIV, whereBSDCrep
resents the Brake Specific Diesel fuel Consumption. The 20/
80 blendallowed an 18%savingin diesel fuel while the 50/50
blend allowed a 47% saving. These values are slightly lower
than the mass substitution because the heat content of the waste
vegetable oil was lower than the diesel fuel. The thermal effi
ciencies were not significantly different at the 5% levelof con
fidencefor the fuels tested at a given set of operatingconditions.

Carbon deposits
The deposits were weighed on four parts of the combustion
chamber after each fuel test: the piston, both valves and the
cylinder head. Removal of the fuel injection nozzle at regular
intervals during the tests revealed that carbon deposits on the
nozzle were not time-cumulative. The deposits seemed to break
off after they reached a certain thickness. This was attributed
inpartto selfcleaning actionof thistypeofnozzle asmentioned
earlier.

The fuel blends did not cause more deposits than the diesel
fuel and no piston ring sticking was observed. The deposits
weredarkeras the percentage of wasteoil in theblendincreased
but were not harder to remove.

Wear of engine parts
Weight and dimensional measurements were taken on two
groups of parts: those in direct contact with the combustion
gases suchas the pistonrings, the cylinderliner, the pistonand
both valves; and those not in direct contact with the gases such
as the piston pin and the connecting rod bearings.

Onlypistonringwearshowed a definite trendduring thefuel
testing. As shown on Fig. 2, less wearwasmeasured as testing
went from diesel fuel to the 50/50 blend. The final baseline
diesel fuel run showed that part of the high initial wear may be
due to break-in but the wear was still higher than with the
blends. Although the results from this single cylinder engine
are of limited statistical value, the trend seemed to be consistent.

Lubricating oil analysis
Figure 3 displays the results of spectroscopic analysis for iron
concentration in the lubricating oil samples. After a relatively
highinitialconcentration, attributed to enginebreak-in,theiron
concentration was lower with the blends. This fact was con
firmed by the final diesel fuel run. The iron was assumed to
come mainly from the piston rings and the cylinder liner.

The aluminium concentration behaved in much the same way
as the iron with the exception that the final diesel run had con-
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WEAR OF PISTON RINGS
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0.03-
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0.01

TOP 2nd

Figure 2. Piston ring wear.

centrations somewhat intermediate between the 20/80 and the
50/50 blend. Aluminium was thought tohave come mainly from
thepistonand the connecting rod bearings. Sincenoneof these
parts were replaced throughout testing, the results may only
indicate that a stable wear rate has been reached after the 20/
80 run.

Most of the chromium was thought to have come from the
piston rings which were replaced before each test. The two die
sel runs showed a higher chromium concentration than the
blends and were similar. This may confirm that replacing the
rings and honing the liner led to uniform startingconditions for
these parts.

Figure 6 shows that the copper concentration was relatively
constant after the initial 100h. The copper was thought to have
come mainly from the camshaft bearings and the piston pin
bearing. Theseparts were not replaced during the experiment.

To summarize, the wear associated with parts not in contact
with the combustion gases did not show any fuel-related

Figure
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IRON CONCENTRATION

DIESEL 20/80 50/50 DIESEL2

3. Wear iron concentration in lubricating oil.
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Figure 4. Wear aluminium concentration in lubricating oil.

dependence after the initial break-in. The wear metals associ
ated with parts submitted to high friction in the presence of the
combustion gases, the piston rings, showed a dependence on
thefuel used. Thewear was smaller as the percentage of waste
vegetableoil in the blend got higher.

Lubricating oil viscosity
The viscosity of the lubricating oil sampleswas measuredat 40
and 100°C. The data showed that each sample was still within
acceptable limits and that no measurable fuel dilution occurred
throughout testing. The viscosity of the lubricating oil did not
show any clear trend of becoming either more or less viscous
as the test went on.

Lubricating oil consumption
Table V shows the average lubricating oil consumption meas
ured during the fuel tests. The consumption was lowest with
the 50/50 blend, followed by the 20/80 run and both diesel

CHROMIUM CONCENTRATION

DIESEL 20/80 50/50 DIESEL2
Figure 5. Wear chromium concentration in lubricating oil.

Legend
\Z2 51 HOURS

^ 105 HOURS

KS 150 HOURS

201 HOURS
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COPPER CONCENTRATION

DIESEL 20/80 50/50 DIESEL2
Figure 6. Wear copper concentration in lubricting oil.

baseline runs. Since no fuel dilution was observed, it was
hypothesized that some unburned waste vegetableoil may have
been present on the cylinder wall and may have acted as addi
tional lubricant for the piston rings, explaining the lower wear
with the blends. This film of unburned waste vegetable oil on
the cylinder wall may have improved ring sealing leading to
reduced blowby and lubricating oil consumption.

Engine operation
Nocold start problemswere observed with the fuel blendseven
when the engine temperature was down to 10°C. Starting aids
were never used and the engine was hand started every morning.

When the 50/50 blend was used, the fuel filter was heated to
above 30°C. No other heating was provided and the engine was
started with cold fuel in the fuel injection system. This was not
detrimental to start-up and warm-up of the engine.

The combustion noise, commonly known as diesel knock,
was lowest with the 50/50 blend. No visible difference in smoke
levels were observed between the fuels. However, the exhaust
gases had a slightly different odor. The fuel injector opening
pressure did not show any deterioration other than the normal
time-related drop.

CONCLUSION

Both 20/80 and the 50/50 blend completed the 200-h EMA
durability test with no fuel-related problems and were consid
ered to be good candidates for long-term use in indirect injec
tionengines. This type of engine seems to offer a greater poten
tial for substituting a maximum amount of diesel fuel by waste
vegetable oil with few engine modifications. The waste vege
table oil processing was reduced to a minimum, being filtered
once after blending.

Table V. Lubricating oil consumption

Fuel tested

Diesel 1st

20/80

50/50

Diesel 2nd

Consumption (mL/h)

2.2

1.5

1.2

2.6
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Combustion efficiency did not dropduring testing for all the
fuels tested. The engine was as efficient with the fuel blends
as with diesel fuel. Close to 50% energy substitution was pos
sible withthe engine usedandthis is believed to be abouttwice
ashigh aswhat would bepossible with adirect injection engine,
favorably offsetting theefficiency disadvantage of IDIengines.
Theuseof thistypeof enginecouldthenbe considered as being
appropriate technology for using unmodified waste vegetable
oil as a diesel fuel extender.

Carbon deposits weredifferent in appearance butnotinquan
tity and no piston ring sticking was observed for any of the
fuels tested.

Lowerwear for the piston rings was observed with the fuel
blends than with diesel fuel while other parts did not show any
fuel-related dependence. This lower wear and the lower lubri
cating oil consumption was attributed to the possible presence
of a film of unburned waste vegetable oil on the cylinder walls.

In parts of the world where waste vegetable oil is not col
lected for recycling as an animal food supplement or is simply
discarded, its use as fuel would be worthy of consideration.
These areas are probably relatively remote and conventional
fuel prices are likely higher than elsewhere thus making alter
nate fuels based on waste vegetable oil logical with today's
relative abundance of petroleum fuels.
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